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Abstract

This paper discusses how SCM has evolved from being primarily brick and mortar to an online 

entity. There is an extensive literature review showing the transition. The author then discusses 

some main points and how this relates to his role at his employer, Raytheon Technologies. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

I. Introduction and Statement of the Problem:

Supply Chain Management came into existence in the 1990s. “The later part of the 1990s is 

remembered as the time when the use of the terms supply chain and supply chain management 

rose to prominence. The late 1990s was characterized by a greater drive toward globalization and 

a shift in market power from manufacturers to retailers. Customers along the supply chain came 

to expect “more benefits for less money” (i.e., increasing customer value). They also required 

higher degrees of customization to fit their unique needs and wants,” (Min, Zacharia, & Smith, 

2019). In the mid-2000’s, the Internet had a big effect on the world and people started doing 

more online: shopping, working, school, and more. This shook the area of Supply Chain 

Management (SCM), because previously, everything had been done the traditional way. Every 

entity within SCM had to look at how they could move their procedures online. Then, in 2019-

20, the COVID-19 Pandemic struck and moved everything online and has shown that 

methodologies must either sink or swim to maintain their positions. SCM has gone through many 

transformations but continues to be an important piece in many companies.

 Most every company has a supply chain department, and it is the heart of the company. 

Raytheon Technologies, which has many locations in the US and beyond, has a large Supply 

Chain Management department. This department is one of the most important within the 

company because it is responsible for ensuring that every other department contains the materials 

needed to continue their work. Raytheon Technologies has been a leader in the country for 

national defense. The primary item they produce are missiles, but also build radars and other 

items. Their biggest customer is the US Military and maintaining the highest level of safety and 

having the best quality materials are their main priorities. Transitioning their entire SCM 
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department online has been essential especially during the current Covid-19 Pandemic when 

more than half of their employees have been moved to working from home. Only the essential 

employees are working at the office which are primarily those in manufacturing. The employees 

working at the plant must be able to acquire the materials needed to do their jobs effectively and 

maintain deadlines for the contracts they are currently fulfilling. Most of Raytheon’s employees 

have been working from home since March 2020, which made their transition online imperative 

for a smooth flow. This paper will look at how companies, like Raytheon, have moved their 

businesses online after starting out with everything done on paper. 

E-Commerce has had a major affect on SCM and how it functions. Looking into the 

evolution from brick-and-mortar stores to stores being completely online, like Amazon and 

Alibaba, will give the reader a better understanding of why SCM had to shift its processes online 

as well.  

1. This paper will research, compare, and contrast and describe SCM, e-commerce and how 

they have merged.

2. This study will show the reader and the graduate student the evolution of SCM. 

II.  Purpose of the Paper:

The purpose of this paper is to look at the history of Supply Chain Management and see 

the areas in which this subject has grown and varied in the last thirty years of its presence. It will 

be interesting to view how the Internet and e-commerce have affected various aspects as well as 

the logistics of SCM. The author will look at other companies and assess how their SCM is 

functioning and the transitions that other companies have seen with such a big push in e-

commerce. Alibaba (from China) and Amazon (in the USA) are leaders in the e-commerce 

market. Looking into their logistics will shed some light on the ins and outs of supply chain 
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management. Supply Chain Management has many subcategories, and each has been affected by 

e-commerce as well as the Covid-19 Pandemic.

 
III.  Significance and Implications of Ecommerce in Supply Chain:

The significance of this paper is to view how far SCM has come since it first began. This 

paper will go through some of the problems with SCM and see how companies have overcome 

them. This paper will go through various companies and see how their supply chains have been 

successful or not. Has the Internet and merge with the ecommerce market made supply chain 

management better? Worse? Why? These questions and others will be answered by the end of 

this paper. 

IV. Assumptions:

1. One could assume that companies moved online due to the Covid-19 Pandemic, 

however, that is not the whole story. Most companies were partially or fully online 

previously, but those that were not already online were pushed to figure it out in a fast 

manner to keep up with demand. 

2. Another assumption is that supply chain only pertains to large companies, 

nevertheless, that is simply not true. Supply chain is a function of all companies, large 

and small, the size of its entity depends entirely on the need within the company. 

V. Delimitations:

1.  This paper is not looking at every aspect in SCM, but the parts impacted by e-

commerce and companies moving their business online.

2.   There are many variations withing SCM, and while some will be discussed, it 

is important to know that subcategories may not be included in this paper. 
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VI.  Methodology:
The main methodology approach for this paper will consist of research and literature 

reviews. This method will help the author formulate an opinion on this topic. The author will 

also discuss how this topic pertains to his career and how the company he works for has made 

modifications to their SCM with the push to moving online. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review

Defining Supply Chain Management

The term Supply Chain Management has been around since the 1950s but was revamped 

in the 1990s due to more global competition. Many people tried to define it in the past, but the 

definitions were never aligned. “The late 1990s was characterized by a greater drive toward 

globalization and a shift in market power from manufacturers to retailers. Globalization meant 

increased competition as the distances between product source and market consumption grew 

geographically in search of higher quality or lower cost,” (Min et al., 2019). Globalizing the 

market meant that the competition was driven often by the customer and their wants and needs. 

This was a transformation from the past years and meant that a higher demand required a more 

streamlined flow for policies, products, and money among others within the supply chain. Supply 

chain management is a system within every company that manages the flow of all goods and 

services and items being developed. This approach forced partners to build their trust because 

they needed one another. As all of this was happening, outlines were drawn up to restructure 

what supply chain management was and all that it entailed. In doing this, it allowed companies 

large and small to develop their own supply chains to best support their companies. 

Supply chains are in place to support the customer and they are ever-evolving systems. 

As SCM was defined thirty years ago, companies have since redefined it and made it work for 

them. It is important to note that all companies have supply chains within them. Even though 

supply chain management is constantly changing, it still promotes teamwork within a company 

to get items produced and shipped out quickly and efficiently. 
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The Role of Management in the Supply Chain

Before diving into how management fits into a supply chain, one must look at the 

importance of knowledge management. Supply chains are multifaceted and active, so it is crucial 

that there is a system in place to navigate all that the supply chain has going on. Knowledge 

management is universally known to be an organized method and can bring positive 

enhancements to the supply chain (Perez-Salazar et al., 2017). There are some knowledge 

management systems that work with almost every aspect of supply chain management, so 

including knowledge management within the supply chain is beneficial for anyone involved. 

“KM [knowledge management] plays an important role in supporting the implementation of 

SCM practices. More specifically, KM has been linked to: (i) supply chain integration; (ii) intra 

and inter-relations enhancement to leverage knowledge (i.e., manufacturer-distributor, buyer-

supplier, customer relations); (iii) supply chain strategy alignment; and (iv) the reinforcement of 

knowledge transfer in product development,” (Perez-Salazar et al., 2017). Having a set 

management role in supply chain management can help the flows and transitions be smoother. 

The Effect of Supply Chain Management in Manufacturing

How does supply chain management affect manufacturing? Companies have realized that 

there needs to be organization within their whole firm including the supply chain and that the 

supply chain is the heart of their company. They cannot just focus on the internal parts, but also 

the externals, some include deliveries, customer satisfaction, and more. Manufacturing firms 

need a better grasp on strengthening their supply chain management systems, which will also 

benefit their entire company. Manufacturing firms need strong SCM (supply chain management) 

departments because SCM encompasses the flow of goods through the factory and beyond. 

Having a well-oiled system with a certain level of flexibility will increase profitability and every 
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other aspect within the supply chain such as increased market share, better competition, and 

happier customers (Al-Shboul et al., 2017).

Cudney and Elrod (2011) talk about how lean concepts improve manufacturing because 

they improve the flow using different principles such as Just-in-Time and value/non-value-added 

tasks. “Lean focuses on eliminating waste and improving flow using various proven methods. 

Lean is applied to improve the flow of information and material. Waste stems mainly from 

unnecessary delays, tasks, costs, and errors” (Cudney & Elrod, 2011 pg. 1). Lean concepts are a 

part of SCM and focus mainly on the customer. Implementing lean concepts within the supply 

chain are not easy because it has to be geared towards each individual companys’ products. Once 

it has been executed, a company will likely see financial gain. Lean helps give a fast reply to a 

customer once an order has been placed (Cudley & Elrod, 2011). Implementing lean in a supply 

chain takes time and effort. It is essential that the company has long term goals associated with 

lean and employees ready to learn and make the switch. 

Sustainability in Supply Chain Management

Holmstrom and Gutowski (2017) discuss Additive Manufacturing in detail. “Additive 

manufacturing (AM) is a technology that makes it possible to directly produce parts from digital 

design models using additive production processes” (Holmstrom & Gutowski, 2017). One of the 

main purposes of Additive Manufacturing is to promote sustainability. Ideally, AM would 

transform the way supply chains function, but its not there yet. Currently, AM aides supply 

chains through “prototyping, parts production, and tooling” (Holmstrom & Gutowski, 2017). 

With the goal of sustainability, it is important that products are produced in a timely fashion, but 

that is not always the case. AM is working hard to build lasting sustainability. There are four 

goals they are working towards: “Reducing transportation through localizing production (and 
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employment), reducing material consumption through reduced overproduction and, in some 

cases, simplified production operations, extending the life of products in use with additive 

repairs and on‐demand spare parts, [and] upgrading and refurbishing products in use with 

improved parts and components” (Holmstrom & Gutowski, 2017). Overall, AM is still a brand-

new concept with many hurdles to jump through, however, there are several benefits to 

incorporate AM into supply chains as soon as possible. 

Huang et al. (2015) talks about the importance of supply chain management within the 

“non-tangible” realm. Some of these “includes putting emphasis on market needs exchange, trust 

building, product development, supplier base reduction, strategic positioning leverage and 

operating efficiency improvement,” (Huang, et al., 2015). Another crucial factor mentioned is 

that effective supply chain management is needed due to the globalization of products and 

consumers. There is also a higher need to aspects to be efficient and a need to be greener and 

more conscientious about sustainability. While it is on the mind of many companies to be green 

in their supply chains, it is an easier concept for larger companies than in small and medium 

enterprises (SME’s). 

It is no secret that the US outsources some of their work in China, and since China joined 

the World Trade Organization (WTO). The WTO has pushed that SCM’s go green. The US 

companies that partner with China are typically larger companies and it has become a topic to 

consider for these companies to be green and promote sustainability. Toyota, Xerox, and other 

companies are encouraging their Chinese partners to adopt new methods to become more 

environmental-friendly (Huang, et al., 2015). This movement has promoted SME’s to follow suit 

and work towards being green. GSCM (Green Supply Chain Management) is “defined as the 

integration of environmental concerns into the SCM activities of an enterprise with the purpose 
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of achieving economic, environmental and social improvements” (Huang, et al., 2015). There are 

many outside opinions regarding companies using GSCM. Customers have become more aware 

of the products they purchase and want to ensure that what they are buying is from a company 

that promotes sustainability. Customers’ opinions are very important in companies, so companies 

do what they can to please their customers. Suppliers play a role in pushing towards being more 

environmental-conscious. They are ones to collaborate with the company and offer ideas. 

In addition to outside influences, there are also internal pressures to convert. However, 

for a company to go green there needs to be buy-in from employees. Offering rewards systems 

for employees and management to be more environmental can help them accept a new way of 

doing things. Another benefit for a company to go green is the cost reduction and be able to 

reduce energy (Huang et al., 2015). Companies love to save money, so this can be a driving 

force. Ultimately, developing GSCM has brough positives all around because it encourages 

customers to purchase from the green company and brings in more money within the company. 

Chinese SME’s and larger organizations are greatly benefiting from this movement. 

Information and Communications Technology in SCM

Mescall (2003) gives seven steps to move a business online, they are as follows: “focus 

on the customer, determine all channels e-business strategy, implement an e-business solution 

taking sales channels to the web, develop high-performance sales channels, measure results, 

evolve [the] e-business strategy based on measurements, and reap the rewards.” It is important to 

keep in mind that customers are at the center of any business and that should remain the case 

whether the business is online. For a company debating going online and entering the realm of e-

commerce, the company must be open to all sales channels and business strategies. 
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Colin et al. (2016) discuss how Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is 

gradually becoming more prevalent in SCM. Their article primarily focuses on small and 

medium enterprises (SME’s) within manufacturing and how ICT fits. Implementing ICT in 

manufacturing SCM’s has provided many benefits to SCM. It has promoted more collaboration, 

made decision-making easier, and improved relationships, plus many others. Adding technology 

to SCM has increased productivity, finances, customer relations and so much more. Even if a 

company has done well prior to the addition of technology, there are still benefits to come by 

adding it. Implementing technology withing the supply chain will allow buyers and suppliers to 

have quicker contact, making everything easier. 

Niu et al. (2017) says that logistics in SCM is fundamental. The logistics sector of SCM 

will vary from company to company. Logistics in SCM (LSCM) relates to the timeliness of 

orders being produced and/or delivered. LSCM also has a direct relation to information. 

Information pertaining to delivery, flow of products, and more. Information Management (IM) in 

SCM is to “support decision making by ensuring that accurate information is always available at 

the right time in the right format to the right person,” (Niu et al. 2017). Niu et al. (2017) believes 

that if there is ever a problem in SCM, the logistics department can solve it through IM. By 

pairing ICT and LSCM together, more information can be provided and allow those who make 

decisions to have an easier time. Ultimately, there is a big push to use the policies and 

procedures already created in LSCM to merge IM and ICT to benefit all companies. 

Spengler and Schroter (2003) discuss how technology has impacted SCM. One way is 

that it helps keep specific data on customers and products. Information can be reused, saving 

time for someone who might have previously had to input it all. Sometimes products reach the 

end of their shelf-life and a manufacturer must find another way to use it. Another issue that 
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manufacturers can run into is having spare parts left over and needing to do something with 

them. Being able to recycle the information on spare parts and end-of life products will give 

them ideas on what to do with these parts. This is where system dynamics is placed in motion. 

“System Dynamics Model is to examine whether and how component recovery contributes to 

supplying spare parts in the end-of-life service phase and reducing the costs of take back and 

product recycling, to examine the behavior of the system, especially when planners 

underestimate demand for spare parts and decision makers must meet customer requirements, 

and to test alternative policies for managing spare parts in closed-loop supply chains,” (Spengler 

&. Schroter, 2003). This model helps companies look at new methods to reduce their waste and 

find strategies that can help in this area. 

Ozer (2003) mentions how distribution systems work better with longer lead times. 

Often, customers that order with more notice than others, provide the company with a better set-

up with getting the product to the customer in a timely fashion. Allowing the manufacturer more 

time to gather inventory and produce the product helps the manufacturing company. Knowing 

what demand will be further out is more beneficial for the manufacturing company because they 

have extra time to gather everything than if something is ordered last minute. 

Qui (2013) provides a definition for coal logistics in supply chain management, “the 

logistics system of the current domestic coal industry is divided into three main phases: goods 

and materials supply logistics, production logistics and sales logistics.” Coal logistics in China is 

important because of the amount of coal used. Incorporating technology within LSCM helps 

companies see the GPS of where delivery drivers are, allows there to be a better transaction 

method and allows companies associated to see what is available or not. Adding technology to 
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this area of supply chain is a big benefit to everyone in this community because it provides more 

hands-on capabilities than previously. 

Humanitarian Logistics in SCM

Van Wassenhove (2006) looks at Humanitarian rescue efforts and how bringing aide to 

those in need relies heavily on the LSCM department within a business. Humanitarian efforts 

partner directly with companies that can provide support to people who have suffered from a 

tragic situation like a tsunami. Humanitarians are realizing that they need to have a better 

partnership with LSCM because “logistics is crucial to the performance (effectiveness and speed) 

of current and future operations and programs; serves as a bridge between disaster preparedness 

and response, between procurement and distribution and between headquarters and the field; 

provides a rich source of data, since it is this department that handles the tracking of goods, 

which could be used to analyze post-event effectiveness; and is the most expensive part of any 

relief operation and the part that can mean the difference between a successful or failed 

operation” (Van Wassenhove, 2006). Eventually, they have realized that logistics can get 

products where they need to go at the time they are needed. There is a certain level of 

preparedness in logistics that cannot be found elsewhere. Humanitarian organizations are starting 

to lean on Supply Chains to better serve the communities in need. Using logistics helps with 

issues such as bottlenecking and supply and demand related to cost. LSCM benefits not only 

areas within the supply chain, but also companies and organizations that work directly with 

them.

E-Commerce Logistics in SCM

Yu et al. (2017) states that LSCM has boomed since the introduction of E-commerce 

within the supply chain. It has made some gains to the already existing logistics. There are two 
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types of business models in E-commerce LSCM, they are “Business to Consumer (B2C), and 

Business to Business (B2B)” (Yu et al. 2017). Companies such as Amazon and Alibaba are B2C 

models. A customer goes online, makes an order, Amazon fulfills it and delivers it to the 

customer. B2B sales are much higher than B2C because typically one business is making a large 

order from another one. Yu et. al. (2017) discusses that purchases made from B2B are more 

uncertain than B2C because if the purchasing company mis-forecasted their demand, they could 

lose quite a bit of money. The implementation of e-commerce in LSCM has expanded the role of 

LSCM globally. Logistics departments change from business to business because they need to 

best serve the company, however, the function stays the same. Outsourcing is an important part 

of LSCM due to the financial impact outsourcing has on supply chains. Many companies that 

started as brick-and-mortar businesses have added an e-commerce section to promote more sales 

and appeal to their customers. Companies such as Home Depot, Lowes, and Ikea have been able 

to reach more customers by having an online portal for purchasing. Logistics in supply chain 

management has drastically changed with e-commerce, but this change has made a positive 

impact on SCM. 

Sandhaus (2018) states that the e-commerce market has become a very successful 

business in the last ten years. “The manufacturing and transportation process from raw materials 

in production facilities to a finished product at the customer location cannot be accomplished via 

the internet. It requires the solid handling of goods. E-commerce technologies can support the 

administration that goes alongside with this process, but they do not replace the required physical 

treatment” (Sandhaus, 2018 pg. 593). E-commerce is defined by the purchasing and selling of 

goods on the internet (Sandhaus, 2018, pg. 593). E-commerce cannot properly function without 

logistics. Logistics is the center of e-commerce because it deals directly with the process of 
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ordering, billing and more. All the logistics of e-commerce are absolutely related to those of the 

supply chain. Dealing with inventories, warehousing, and deliveries are areas where strong 

supply chain logistics are crucial. The same goes for the logistics of the e-commerce sector. E-

commerce has helped companies and supply chains alike to enter global markets. With having a 

bigger market comes more obstacles, but if the logistics of both e-commerce and supply chain 

remain strong, then e-commerce overall is a positive enhancement for supply chain management. 

Joong-Kun Cho et al. (2008) provide that while e-commerce has boomed and created an 

additional outlet for companies to grow, there are some non-glamorous parts. Logistics in e-

commerce must be strong in nature because with online orders, there are smaller order sizes that 

typically done previously. The customer service aspect must be easily accessible for customers to 

contact the company regarding their orders. Companies tend to struggle the most with customer 

service and logistics with transitioning to e-commerce (Joon-Kun Cho et al., 2008). Using e-

commerce increases the method of outsourcing to get products made and shipped to customers. 

Joong-Kun Cho et al. (2008) introduce a new topic of logistics capability. They define it as “part 

of a firm's resources - including all assets, competencies, organizational processes, firm 

attributes, information, knowledge, etc. - which allow it to conceive of and implement strategies 

that improve efficiency and effectiveness” (Joon-Kun Cho et al., 2008). Within the branch of 

logistics capability lies logistics outsourcing and in that there are third-party service providers. It 

is imperative that a company maintains information on their third-party service providers 

because much of what is outsourced is done so through that outlet. When a company uses 

logistics capability, it improves the firms’ performance. Using logistics outsourcing provided 

more structure and customization to the firms’ products and methods than doing it internally. 
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  “Logistics execs focusing on supply chain, e-commerce” (1999) says that the reason 

logistics has become more successful in the last several years is because of its integration with 

supply chain management. There is a link between e-commerce, logistics and supply chain 

management and as they function jointly, there is success in firms who utilize all three entities. 

Firms must focus on building each sector for them to work together to be strong. 

Zhang et al. (2019) discuss how logistics in e-commerce is becoming more and more 

prevalent because businesses are trying to reduce costs while increasing customer traffic and 

satisfaction. E-commerce logistics has faced some problems, primarily in keeping up with orders 

placed. In addition to maintaining orders, e-commerce logistics struggle with having inventory in 

warehouses and delivering on time. E-commerce logistics needs to be stronger to combat these 

issues. Zhang et al. (2019) suggest “an order vehicle allocation” which will alleviate the delivery 

problems. Once an order is made and ready for delivery, the company places the information into 

a database and if there is a delivery vehicle in the area, they will pick up the product and deliver 

to the customer. This idea is one that could solve many complications. The authors did not 

consider cost when coming up with this idea. There are still other hurdles with e-commerce 

logistics, but it is a work in progress and always evolving. 

  Witkowski et al. (2020) speak about how consumers lead extremely busy lives and prefer 

to purchase items online. Today, people prefer to have next day delivery on items they order 

which is a difficult task as far as logistics are concerned. Companies are working tirelessly on 

having products available and deliverable as quickly as possible. There are more and more 

customers who shop through e-commerce every day and the level of competition is great 

(Witkowski et al., 2020). Having a solid customer-service department is vital for a company’s 

success. “Logistic customer service in e-commerce includes, among others, adequate flow of 
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information between the customer and the seller and between all links in the supply chain. What 

is more important is the use of warehouse and distribution centers that will be adapted to online 

orders,” (Witkowski et al., 2020, pg. 92). A company needs to ensure that they can continuously 

improve their shopping methods to make the customer’s experience more comfortable. 

Customer Relations Management: E-CRM and Customer Satisfaction

Bird (2001) believes that CRM and e-commerce are an awful pair and should not be 

combined. He mentions that banks moved online and their relationships with the customer went 

downhill. Bird (2001) also discusses the difficulties that the Internet can have from time to time 

on computers and having to unplug them to make them work. While this can happen, and some 

people may not be as pleased with businesses moving online, that is the way the world is 

moving.  

Ross (2005) states that E-CRM is a method in which customers can shop and compare 

pricing from company to company to determine what best suits their needs. Using the Internet to 

buy and sell allows the customer more influence because, often, the customer can design the 

product they want which can increase their loyalty to the company. “The Internet is critical in 

assisting companies deliver tailored responses to their marketplaces by effectively sorting good 

customers (profitable/valuable) from the bad (unprofitable/not valuable). Once stratification of 

the customer base is completed, businesses can then architect an individualized response 

commensurate with the expected level of customer profitability potential” (Ross, 2005). Having 

profitable customers is essential for the financial growth of a company. Ross discusses how 

companies’ market to their customer and companies like Amazon make it easy for customers to 

purchase and send gifts because they deliver for free and can also wrap gifts for an extra fee. 

This saves time for the customer because the customer can do everything from their house. 
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Pleasing the customer is important to companies because if a customer is dissatisfied with their 

order or product, they will tell more people than the satisfied customer will. Being able to have 

constant contact with the customer and to do what is possible to keep them happy can save a 

company.  

Amazhanova and Huseynov (2018) discuss how e-commerce has made companies re-

evaluate how they interact with customers. Customers are demanding and have the power to say 

what they want and how they want it. Companies do their best to keep up with what the customer 

wants. They have changed their methods of communication with customers and the entire 

shopping experience. E-commerce has made customer relations management (CRM) a more 

cooperative process (Amazhanover & Huseynov, 2018). Customers can share if they are content 

with their order or not and giving the customer a voice, often builds loyalty to a company 

(Amazhanover & Huseynov, 2018). With how competitive the market is, companies need 

customer loyalty. CRM has moved into E-CRM because of the formats in which companies 

communicate with their customers. There are many ways to connect but some are through email, 

google forms, instant messaging, and others. Companies that use e-commerce need a strong E-

CRM framework to boost customer satisfaction.

 Zeng et al. (2003) says that Business to Business (B2B) companies who purchase and sell 

from one business to another can benefit from being online. Having B2B in e-commerce opens 

the pool of businesses to network with and expands the competition. Combining B2B with CRM 

is a benefit for both concepts because they have many similarities. With this new partnership 

opens more doors of opportunity within B2B and CRM. It creates new pathways for the 

companies to grow and flourish through e-commerce and with customers. “With the aid of 

Internet applications, this integration can reduce the cost, increase revenue, reduce lead-time, and 
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improve customer loyalty and retention,” (Zeng et al., 2003). As businesses continue to focus on 

the CRM and B2B integration, they will create more competition and find more businesses to 

work with.  

Jih (2011) discusses that employing E-CRM can add value to the business. “From the 

business point of view, the value propositions of e-CRM implementations at the operational level 

include such benefits as reduction of the cost of communicating with customers, reduction of 

administrative and operational costs, streamlined workflows, improved sales through better 

segmentation, and enhanced overall customer interactions (Jih, 2011). Implementing e-CRM 

allows companies to customize how it will work for them and have more personalized 

interactions with customers which can increase loyalty. Customer loyalty is complex, but it is in 

the best interest of a company to have customers return than to market new customers. It is far 

cheaper to have loyal customers. Customers who have a say in their ordering process and 

products are more likely to remain with the business. 

Rashwan et al. (2019) mention that having quality e-CRM influences e-loyalty from 

customers. If customers are pleased with their purchase, they are more likely to purchase again 

and will often promote the business through word of mouth. Part of customers satisfaction comes 

with a company’s website being easy to navigate. If that is done with ease, then having customer 

loyalty gives a company a better advantage in competition. Websites are the first part of the 

process when ordering online, so being able to find what a customer needs is imperative for their 

return. Being able to make a purchase without jumping through hoops will please the customer 

and make it easier for them to purchase again. 
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Collaboration and Coordination

Balakrishnan and Geunes (2004) mention how after extensive research on E-Commerce 

and SCM more problems arise. Using the idea to collaborate and coordinate can offer 

suggestions and possibly bring up other areas for concern. Below is a quote from the article that 

addresses seven collaboration and coordination findings. 

“The supply chain coordination is an equilibrium strategy, but not necessarily one that 

increases supply chain profits. Rather, consumers are the only guaranteed beneficiaries of 

coordination when supply chains compete strictly on service levels; the former 

arrangement is much more robust under a large number of suppliers; the extent of raw 

material discounts that should be passed along to consumers in a coordinated supply 

chain. For example, short-term raw material discounts may require longer term end-item 

discounts in order to increase total supply chain profit; a vendor-managed-inventory 

(VMI) strategy can increase channel inefficiency when there is a high likelihood of 

product substitution and manufacturer effort has little effect on product demand; although 

quantity discounts can be an effective coordination mechanism, a number of other 

factors, such as demand variability and the relative inventory cost structures of channel 

partners; both a reseller and its supplier can be better off when the supplier 

simultaneously implements a direct sales channel alongside the reseller; and distributed 

coordination with near-optimal performance in a fraction of the computing time required 

for obtaining the optimal centralized solution” (Balakrishnan & Geunes, 2004).

The solutions above are beneficial for managers in SCM to refer to so they can apply them to 

what problems they are encountering and how to realistically make changes. 
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Chapter Three: Author’s Opinions and Discussion
*III. and IV. Sections in Appendix E are not relevant to this paper because the author did not 
conduct a study, but rather completed a literature review to gather information to formulate own 
opinions and discussion. 

E-Commerce, E-CRM, and SCM 
Whether people are on board or not, e-commerce in SCM is becoming a way of life. 

There are many benefits this brings to SCM. SCM has expanded globally because of e-

commerce. Globalization has allowed SCM to grow exponentially because with e-commerce, 

everything transitioned online, making it easier to communicate with the buyer and supplier. The 

customer has received access to all parts of manufacturing because they now have a window to 

see how everything is going. This opportunity is beneficial as it connects the customers to what 

is happening in real time. If a problem arises, the supplier can notify the customer much quicker 

than previously. Keeping the customer in the loop can create a better buyer-seller relationship, 

since the buyer will be made aware of any bump in the road and can adjust what they need or 

their timelines. 

Speaking of customers, it is imperative for a company to maintain customer loyalty since 

marketing new customers is far more expensive than maintaining the same ones. “When one 

considers that the cost of gaining a new customer is five to eight times greater than marketing to 

an existing customer, companies that can leverage the power of personal marketing are infinitely 

better positioned to keep their customer base intact,” (Ross, 2004). Marketing is an expensive 

part of being online, so keeping the same customer following is essential in the cost-reduction 

part of marketing. Companies must also determine which customers are going to be profitable 

versus non-profitable. “The Internet is critical in assisting companies deliver tailored responses 

to their marketplaces by effectively sorting good customers (profitable/valuable) from the bad 

(unprofitable/not valuable). Once stratification of the customer base is completed, businesses can 
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then architect an individualized response commensurate with the expected level of customer 

profitability potential,” (Ross, 2004). Companies search for specific customers to bring in more 

money. If a company is marketing and tailoring their sales to those of their customers, they are 

expecting to make good money off them. Giving the customer some freedom in choosing designs 

can strengthen their desire to revisit and purchase from the same company because they have 

some say in how the product is made. “Effective marketing is and will always be founded on a 

simple premise: customers are won by personalizing the communication between the seller and 

the buyer and customizing the product and service offerings, so they directly appeal to the 

desires and needs of individual customers,” (Ross, 2004). It can be expensive to be a good 

marketer, but with how competitive the online market is, it is important for a company to focus 

on strong marketing skills. 

Logistics in SCM E-Commerce

Logistics have changed with moving online. “E-Commerce requires a new logistics 

approach. Small order size increased daily order volumes, small parcel shipments, and same-day 

shipments are common. Getting goods delivered to a customer's doorstep in a timely manner is a 

complicated task. The success of firms in the e-commerce market depends on the efficiency of 

their distribution networks,” (Joon-Kun Cho et al., 2008). When SCM was in brick and mortar 

and not online, these issues were non-issues because the customer would make bigger orders and 

they would either be picked up or delivered to the site they were expected to be, however, there 

was rarely a concern for same-day delivery, because most items ordered were in the same city or 

within proximity. Now, logistics needs to be solid due to orders being placed states or countries 

away. Looking at Home Depot in North America, they originally began as a brick-and-mortar 

store and have recently moved online. “In the traditional model, each retailer store has a logistics 
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management department, which is in charge of the replenishment, storage management, and 

in/out products flow controlling. When suppliers receive the stores’ replenishment orders, they 

have two ways to deliver orders to retailers. One is directly sending products to the store and the 

other is using Home Depot’s DC to ensure cost-effective transportation,” (Yu et al., 2017). The 

logistics department now has many other areas to oversee with having Home Depot online as 

well. “In order to address E-commerce logistics service challenges, Home Depot built large new 

direct fulfillment centers (DFCs) with considerable information and automation technique 

investment to improve its logistics service network. These DFCs located in metropolises fulfill 

customers’ demand of high-volume products, private brands products, extended assortments, 

strategies opportunities projects, seasonal products, etc. Besides the DFCs, there are still two 

channels to fulfill customers’ requirements,” (Yu et al., 2017). Logistics has drastically changed 

and grown over the last twenty years.   

For Amazon and Alibaba, their logistics departments have not had as big of a challenge 

in transitioning online because both companies started online. They have been at an advantage 

because their business models have accounted for all the differences in being online. Some 

companies can look at their successes to determine how to model their online business. Amazon 

has managed to have warehouse distribution centers in most states and cities in the US and 

because of that, they can deliver within hours to two days after an order is made. Both companies 

are leaders in the online market. 

Author’s Opinions

The author currently works for Raytheon Technologies in their manufacturing 

department. Studying SCM has been beneficial for his current role and one day he hopes to 
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transition into the SCM department at Raytheon. As much as everything has changed with SCM 

moving to being primarily online, it has been a good transition for Raytheon Technologies. 

Before the Internet was as prevalent as it is, Raytheon had to have several locations 

around the world to be able to meet the needs of their customers. Now, with utilizing e-

commerce, Washington D.C. can order online, and Raytheon can ship directly to them. Another 

benefit of being online is the connection that can be made to the customer in a quick moment. If 

a material is on back order or something has changed in inventory, Raytheon can contact the 

customer and let them know that there will be a delay in their order’s completion, or if a change 

needs to be made. “The direct relationship between SCP [supply chain practices] and MFP 

[manufacturing firm’s performance] indicates that SCP directly affects MFP. This suggests that 

well-managed and well-executed SCP in terms of flexibility and integration of the SC [supply 

chain], responding quickly to customers, and having a few highly dependable suppliers will 

directly have a positive effect on MFP” (Al-Shboul et al., 2017). It is important that Raytheon 

has a robust supply chain and manufacturing department because they affect one another and 

need to both be strong. 

Raytheon Technologies uses lean in their manufacturing department. “Lean is focused on 

identifying and eliminating waste in a product’s entire value stream, extending not only within 

the organization, but also along its entire supply chain network,” (Al-Shboul et al., 2017). One 

way that Raytheon utilizes lean is by using all leftover parts or even defective products in some 

way or even sold to other companies to use. Raytheon also has another location in AZ called “the 

bike shop” and they often deal with leftover materials and find ways to repurpose them. On 

occasion, Raytheon will build too much of a specific product and will have a hard time selling it. 

If it is an older missile that the US Military is no longer using, then they will sell it to other 
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countries. “Lean is applied to improve the flow of information and material. Waste stems mainly 

from unnecessary delays, tasks, costs, and errors. The seven wastes of lean include 

overproduction, transportation, inventory, processing, waiting, motion, and defects. These wastes 

can also be applied to support functions such as procurement, engineering, invoicing, inventory 

control, order entry, scheduling, accounting, and sales,” (Cudney & Elrod, 2011). Raytheon does 

its best to check and recheck their work for defects so to avoid additional costs of remaking an 

item. It is the role of the SCM Planner to account for all materials needed and to have them 

delivered in a timely fashion so that everyone is working and not standing around waiting for 

their part to be ready. That has happened in the past where people have been paid to stand around 

and wait for someone else to finish what they are doing so that the next person can do their part. 

This type of situation is not beneficial for Raytheon because time is money, and it is not in their 

best interest to have no work for their employees. The planner has a big job and must make sure 

everything in their control is handled because it affects so many other people. “Lean 

implementation within an organization has shown considerable financial results,” (Cudney & 

Elrod, 2011). Incorporating lean has been challenging, but also yields a monetary gain because 

the company can find ways of saving money, instead of losing it due to errors being made.
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Chapter Four: Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations

Summary 

SCM is an entity that has had continual evolution from its start. The biggest change it has 

faced has been the transition from being in a brick-and-mortar setting to being primarily online. 

This shift has causes companies to re-invent the wheel and figure out what works best for them 

and their supply chains in the e-commerce realm.

 In the last few years, there has been an anything goes mentality, as businesses revamp 

their supply chains, logistics, and tactics. The changes have been made at an alarming rate and 

companies are dealing with more competition than they have ever seen in their lives. Being 

online has changed how companies market themselves and their products to their audiences. 

Most companies were used to marketing to their locals or customers nearby but going online 

allows for a global customer. The logistics of going global has been a challenge for most because 

they have had to navigate determining shipping and potential taxes and tariffs when delivering to 

customers in other countries. Logistics departments have also had to figure out how to keep their 

customers returning to them rather than going elsewhere as well as staying competitive in their 

markets. The Internet is ever-changing, and once something has been determined, something else 

changes. SCM being in e-commerce has become an ever-evolving concept.

There are many benefits for companies to be online but there are also more challenges as 

well. Some benefits include having access to more customers and quicker communication 

abilities, being able to partner with other companies, marketing their products globally, focusing 

on ensuring their products and policies promote sustainability and being able to work with other 

companies to uphold going green. Some struggles with being online are determining how to 

manage having an in-person store as well as online, warehousing issues such as location and 
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inventory, delivery, and more. There are always pros and cons for making changes to a business 

model but being online definitely seems to bring in more income than just being in-person 

because of the many doors it opens.

Conclusion

In conclusion, there is so much to learn about SCM and its merge with the e-commerce 

market. As this subject is constantly changing, it is interesting to study it and observe the real-life 

applications that can be made. The author hopes to make some contributions to this field as soon 

as he moves into a supply chain role at Raytheon Technologies. This writing topic did not 

disappoint with being able to see how Raytheon Technologies has changed with going online and 

the different encounters the company has faced as a result. Having a company to compare what 

the research has said has been especially beneficial in learning about this topic and being able to 

see, first-hand, some of the advantages and issues that go along with such a big change. These 

changes were made even when economies crashed and were rebuilt and have managed to remain 

successful in various events and times. Circumstances can and will change but if there are 

customers, companies have the drive and determination to remain open and working towards 

being the best and most effective they can be to support their SCM departments and be the best 

they can be for their customers. 

Recommendation

For further information regarding SCM and sustainability, please visit Sustainable Supply 

Chain Foundation (sustainable-scf.org).

http://www.sustainable-scf.org/
http://www.sustainable-scf.org/
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